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T h e 1957 W inter Carnival Snow
Sculpture Committee has announced
the follow ing contest rules for building
snow sculptures this ^earn
1. The theme around which all snow
sculptures are to be built is “ Jack
Frost.” The committee requests that
each house and dorm try to keep its
sculpture within the range of the
theme, thereby giving the campus a
uniform appearance.
Judging
2. Judging will take place on Thurs
day, Feb. 21, at 5:30 p.m.
3. Workmanship. General good ap
pearance around the work is important.
Snow, ice, and supports that are 'not
visible may be used for materials.
Sculptures should lo^k well both at
night and during the day. N o mechani
cal effects or colored snow_ will be
permitted. Special effects including
water, fire, smoke, lighting, etc. will
be permitted.
4. Artistic Effect. The sculpture
should show some touch of art rather
than, mere massive form.
5. T o prevent repetition of design,
each housing unit must submit a small
sketch of its snow sculpture to> the
Snow Sculpture Committee by Friday,
Feb. 15.
a. W om ens housing units should
give their sketches to Ralph Spofford
at T K E .
b. Mens housing units should give
their sketches to Kim Martin at Scott
Hall.
In cases of identical ideas, the first
to register will retain his idea.
6. Eligibility— All_ fr a te r n itie s s o r 
orities, and dormitories will be eligible.
Snow sculptures for dormitories must
be done by residents of the dorm, and
for the fraternities and sororities by
members or pledges of that fraternity
or sorority only.
7. Prizes— Cups will be awarded to
the mens and womens housing units,
which, in the opinion of the judges,
have erected the best snow sculpture.
ID C and W ID C will present awards
to the best mens and womens dorm
itory snow sculpture.

TKE Celebrates Founding;
Banquet Held In Concord
Alpha Nu chapter of Tau Kappa Epsi
lon observed their twenty-fifth anniver
sary at the Highway Hotel in Concord
last week.
This TK E chapter originally known as
Delta Sigma Chi held a banquet to com
memorate its founding in 1932. The ban
quet also served to celebrate “ National
Founder’s Day” since the T K E national
fraternity was also founded in January
fifty-eight years ago.
Honored guests were Dean McKoan
and Dean Gardiner. The speaker was
Judge Lenard Hardwick from Concord
who talked about the position of Soviet
Russia concerning technical education as
compared to the United States.
Judge Hardwick feels a liberal educa
tion is America’s best weapon against
Communism. He pointed out that Rus
sian technicians live, work, and think in
their laboratories and are striving only
to gain accomplishments in their own
field whereas United States technicians
should broaden their work while enjoy
ing a good life in society as well as
their tasks in the laboratories.
It may be recalled that last year TK E
burned its mortgage at the “ Founders
Day” banquet. This year discussion was
centered on the current housing problem
and T K E ’s own building fund.

The Dave Brudeck Quartet, winners
of unprecedented popular acclain and
the praise of the forem ost jazz critics,,
will be the third presentation in the
1956-57 Blue and W hite Series. The
concert,
originally
scheduled
for
February 20, in New Hampshire Hall,
will instead be presented on Monday,
March 4 at 8:00 p.m. in the Field
House.
Tickets will be on sale at the Uni
versity Bookstore, the College Shop
and the W ildcat begining February
15. Mail orders for tickets will also be
filled and should be addressed to
Tickets, T Hall, University of New
Hampshire, Durham. The admission, is
$1.50.
Extraordinary Talent
One of the forem ost exponets of
modern jazz, Dave Brudeck, pianist, is
recognized as a musician-composer of
extraordinary talent. H e decided on
music as his career in his sophomore
year at the College of the Pacific. Since
the age of four he had been practicing
and improvising on the piano and easily
found his way into college jazz groups.
In the Arm y from 1942 to 1946 Dave
played in bands and combos, where he
met several of the men who were later
to become members of his Quartet.
Under the GI Bill Dave studied for
two years at Mills College with the
great French composer, Darius M il
haud.
In 1949, disc jokey Jimmy Lyons
heard the Dave Brubeck Quartet, a
group of young San Francisco musi
cians including other students of M il
haud . Lyons featured the Quartet
rhythm section, renamed the Dave
Brubeck Trio, on his radio show, and
arranged a recording session and a
night club job.
Desmond Joins Group
The Trio was expanded to a Quartet
in 1951 with the addition of Paul Des
mond and his alto sax. Desmond had
met both Dave and drummer Joe
D odge while playing in Arm y bands.
The most recent member of the
present Quartet is Bob Bates who
plays the bass. Bates had worked with
numerous bands previously, but the
job he left in 1953 to join Brubeck
was that of a note teller in a bank!
The Dave Brubeck Quartet is being
brought on campus through the efforts
of the Lectures and Concerts Com
mittee of Student Senate. Members of
the Committee are Staton R. Curtis,
Memorial Union D irector; and Sena
tors Cynthia MaCauley, Steve Kaplan,
and Mary Todt.

Central Sculpture
Starts This Week

Weather permitting, work will begin on
the Central Snow Sculpture for the 1957
Winter Carnival this week. This will be
the second Central Snow Sculpture built
through the combined efforts of the stu
dents, faculty, and administration. The
site of this year’s sculpture will be T-Hall
lawn.
The idea of the Central Snow sculpture
originated at a Rolling Ridge Confer
ence. The purpose was to increase campus
unity and spirit. Last year’s sculpture
was a modernistic design of a bass and
a “ G” cleft, reflecting the theme of the
Carnival, “ Rhapsody in White.”
A design for this year’s sculpture will
be submitted this week, and will follow
the theme of the Winter Carnival, “ Jack
Frost.” The Central Snow Sculpture is
intended to typify the theme and the spirit
of the entire Carnival and will be the
focal point of this event.
The Central Snow Sculpture committee
has asked for the support of the entire
campus in constructing the Central Sculp
ture. All housing units and organizations
Lewis Mumford, social philosopher, will are asked to give their support to this
be featured in the second lecture of the project.
Spaulding Lecture Series, on Feb. 28 in
New Hampshire Hall. He will visit the
campus beginning two days prior to his
speech.
One of the most significant philosophers
A ll students are responsible fo r know ledge
of our time, Mumford was born in Long
o f n otices appearing here.
Island in 1895 and spent most of his life
around New York City. After graduat
ing from high school there, he attended
Winter Carnival. Please note that
several city colleges, receiving diplomas classes will meet as regularly scheduled
from none of these.
the Friday afternoon and Saturday
Mumford, however, became a student morning of the Carnival period and
of New York, covering the entire city students will be expected to attend.
on foot, examining its architecture care
Parking. The University of New
fully. He was sure to exploit all of its Hampshire is not responsible for
cultural offerings — the museums, librar damage done to automobiles parked
ies, theatres, etc.
close to buildings in non-parking areas.
During the First W orld War, Mr. During the winter months (Novem ber
Mumford served time in the Navy. He 1 to March 31) the area on the west
later became editor of the Dial and after side of New Hampshire Hall is con
that, acting editor of the Sociological sidered a non-parking area. People
Review in London.
using this area do so at their own risk.
Mumford’ s first book appeared in 1923,
Motor Vehicle Registration. Students
and from about that time on, he wrote who were not enrolled the first semes
a newspaper column on New York, “ Sky ter and who wish to operate a motor
Line” , for The Nezv Yorker.
vehicle in the town of Durham are re
The basis of Mumford’s works is ac quired to register the vehicle at the
knowledged to be aptly expressed in his Traffic Control W indow , Thom pson
four volume history of modern man. Hall. Copies of the M otor Vehicle R e
The titles in the series are: Technics gulations are available there. The fine
And Civilisation, The Cidture O f Cities, for an unregistered vehicle is $10.
The Condition Of Man, and The Conduct
All students operating vehicles are
Of Life.
required to report 1957 registration
(continued on page 5)
numbers as soon as they are issued.

Mumford Featured
In Lecture Series

Official Notices

Betsy Pearce puts the finishing
touches on her winning entry in the
Winter Carnival Poster Contest. The
modernistic Jack Frost is outlined
against a solid blue background with
.lettering in black and white. On the
poster committee were Mr. John
Laurent,
Don
Hammer,
Carnival
Chairman, and Bob Chadwick.

Carnival Music Is
By Freddy Guerra
The 1957 annual W inter Carnival
will feature the music of popular
Freddy Guerra and his vocalist Bobbi
Baxter. Formerly with Glenn Miller,
Stan Kenton, and T ex Beneke, he is
currently appearing at New England’ s
famous Totem Pole Ballroom. Freddy
Guerra now has eight television shows
and has accompanied such popular re
cording stars as Joni James and Don
Cornell.

In addition, he has played for
numerous New England Colleges and
Universities including Harvard, Bates,
Tufts, Brown and the University of
Vermont. Freddy Guerra’s music is
smooth, danceable and of all types;
certain to please the most discriminat
ing dancers.
Queen Candidates Chosen
In accordance with the new system,
candidates for the 1957 W inter Carnival
Queen have been chosen by the
w omen’s housing units. The queen will
be chosen by popular vote o f the men
on campus. The girl with the highest
number of votes will be queen, and the
four runners-up, her aides.
Men may cast their votes on Feb.
11, 12, and 13, under T -H all arch, or
in Commons during the noon hour.
Candidates selected are Mary Ann
Lundy, Robin Dunklee, Sandra Leigh
ton, Eleanor Thom pson, Ann Johnson,
Nancy MacLachlan, Betty Truelson,
Lorelle Jordan, Patricia Putnam, Gail
Lavender, and Helene Brunelle.

Educators and Laymen To
Attend Meeting O n Education

During the last Student Senate meet
ing, Dr. Kenneth M orrow, chairman of
the Traffic Control Committee, report
ed on the parking problem, outlining
its history from 1950 and commenting
on the present and future situations.
According to Dr. M orrow, the
authority of the University to regulate
the parking problem has an enforceable
legal basis in state laws granting com 
plete management and control powers
to the trustees.
W hen other comparable institutions
of similar size were polled, our problem
seemed quite moderate, he said.
It has been suggested new parking
lots be built with the fees that ac
company the required campus car reg
istration. But as far as building new
lots with registration fees is concerned,
he showed that the difference between
the receipts and expenditures of the
parking program is now insignificant.
This is because the administration of
the program, which was formerly fin
anced by general University funds,
now pays for itself through car reg
istration fees.
However, necessary
maintenance work on parking lots is
still supported b y University funds
reserved for that purpose.
Prof. M orrow congratulated students
on their fine cooperation and said he
didn’t anticipate further parking re
strictions in the immediate future.
At_ this meeting, the follow ing were
appointed
to
Senate
committees:
Campus Chest, Scott Teirney and
Peter D ow ling; Lectures and Con
certs, Mary T odt and Stephen Kaplan;
Elections, Nick Calitri; Social Com
mittee Chairman, Martha W illiam s;
M other’s Day Committee Chairman,
Jackie Mullen; and the University
Traffic Committee, Abe Aronson.
An. important accomplishment was
the passing of a resolution, to be sent
to Gov. Lane Dwinell, which disap
proves the cut he made in the U N H
budget. The complete text of the re
solution is printed elsewhere in this
paper.

Seven Colleges In
Harmony Program
To usher in the second semester with
a light musical touch, U N H will be host
in the third annual invitation intercol
legiate Close Harmony. A highlight of
the Senior Skull’s campus program, and
one eagerly anticipated since its initial
success three years ago, Close Harmony
will take place in New Hampshire Hall
Friday evening, Feb. 8, at 8 p.m.
Groups scheduled to appear are the
Colby Eight, Middlebury Dissipated
Eight, M.I.T. Logarhythms, Pembroke
P.D.Q.’s, Simmons Bluettes, and the
Wheaton Whims. And making their ini
tial debut in Durham are the well-known
group from Harvard, the Dunster Dunces.
Each year Close Harmony has been
expanding, and the Skulls think that this
year’s songfest will feature the best
groups in New England. This is the
only such event of its kind among the
schools of the East coast, and it offers
a fine chance for groups with similar
musical interests to listen to and appreci
ate each other’s selections and choral
stylings.
Some of the groups plan to stay on
campus this weekend, and stray choristers
will probably take part in various rush
parties Saturday night.
Reserved seats for this* event cost 90c
and may be purchased at the Wildcat or
the Bookstore. The general admission
charge is 60c.
«

A. conference of educators and laymen
from New England to consider the prob
lems of education beyond the high school
level will be held in Boston, on May 13
and 14, it was announced by Dr. Wilma
A. Kerby-Miller, chairman of the Con
ference Steering Committee and Dean of
Radcliffe College.
The purpose of the meeting is to make
recommendations to President Eisen
hower’s Committee on Education Beyond
the High School, and to present plans
for the development of higher education
throughout New England.
Approximately 300 individuals from
all of the New England states will at
tend the conference, with educators and
laymen approximately equal in number.
Dr. Harold A. Iddles, Chairman of
The Steering Committee for the New
the Department of Chemistry, has re
England Conference includes Dr. Ed
turned from a three-month assignment
ward D. Eddy, Jr., vice president and
as consultant in organic chemistry at
provost of the University.
the University of San Marcos, Lima,
Peru.
Under terms of a contract between
U N H 's Transition Theme O f U N H and the International Coopera
Administration, the University is
Alumni Association Conclave tion
conducting
a
three-year
advisory
“ Our University in Transition” will be mission assisting the Lima institution
the theme of the 10th annual class and in developing its chemistry department.
club officers conclave of the University Professor Albert F. Daggett is direct
of New Hampshire’s General Alumni ing the mission and will shortly com 
Association here Feb. 22 and 23.
plete the first of his three years in
The conference program, as announced Peru.
Dr. Iddles is the first short-term
by Chairman William R. Spaulding, will
include discussion sessions on “ Expand consultant to return to the Durham
ing University Services” , “College Ad campus since the start of the program.
missions and Financial Aid” , and “ Class W hile at San M arcos he observed the
Reunions” . The meeting will be addressed work of the local department in organic
by Dean Edward Y. Blewett of the Col chemistry, attended their lectures and
lege of Liberal Arts — “ The College laboratories, and issued a report on
Wheel; All Spokes and No Hub?” and proposed areas of development. He
by Vice-President Edward D. Eddy Jr. also held interviews with staff members
— “ The University Looks Toward the of the South American university who
will be com ing to U N H to observe the
Future” .
President Eldon L. Johnso- will wel chemistry department here under the
come delegates at a dinner in Commons, reciprocal terms of the mission.
Dr. Charles M. W heeler, Jr., A s
Friday evening, Feb. 22.
Registration is scheduled from 4 :30 sociate Professor of Chemistry at
to 6 :00 p.m. on the first day with an in U N H , is expected to leave for Peru
formal reception at the home of Presi in April as the second short-term con
sultant under the IC A Mission.
dent and Mrs. Johnson at 5 :30.

UN H And Peru
Exchange Profs

Fraternity
and sorority
rushing
began last Monday, Feb. 4.
On Monday, the girls had their
opportunity to see the houses and meet
their members, when the Panhellenic
Council members took the rushees on
guided tours to all the houses.
Tuesday
found
informal
parties
being held at all the sororities. N o in
vitations were required.
Thursday night the first invitation
parties were held from 7 to 10 p.m.,
each party 40 minutes. The rushees
were allowed to accept four invitations.
On Monday, Feb. 11, informal rush
ing parties will be held at all the
sororities from 7 to 10 p.m. Rushees
may accept three invitations only. This
is the last day that 'the girls may with
draw if they wish to do so. If a girl
fails to withdraw and does not sign a
preference slip, she will b e ineligible
for rushing until the next formal rush
period.
Conclusive Invitations
Conclusive party invitations will be
sent out through Panhellenic Council
before 10 a.m. on W ednesday, Feb. 13.
These invitations must be answered
between 12 and 2 p.m. by writing the
rushees choice on a piece of paper and
handing it to the Panhellenic member
in Sawyer Hall at this time. A rushee
is allowed to accept three invitations
only.
Chi Omega and Kappa Delta will
hold their conclusive parties on W ed 
nesday Feb. 13; Phi Mu and Theta
Upsilon on Thursday Feb. 14 and
Alpha Chi Om ega and Alpha X i Delta
on Friday, Feb. 15.
“ Silent Period”
Monday, Feb. 18, both rushees and
sorority members are obliged to refrain
from conversation of any nature until
8 p.m. This is so that the rushees will
not be influenced in any way and will
be able to make their own decision.
Rushees shall sign a preference slip
between the hours of 6 and 8 p.m.
These girls with last names beginning
A -L shall g o to the Dean’s office be
tween the hours o f 6 and 7 p.m.; those
with last names beginning M -Z be
tween the hours o f 7:00 and 8:00 p.m.
The bids will be distributed by Pan
hellenic members to the rushees, dorms
during the early afternoon of Tuesday,
Feb. 19, and the girls are requested to
go to their respective sorority houses
after 4:00 p.m. A t 7:00 p.m. the girls
shall be called for by sorority members
pledging them.
M en’s rushing began on. Monday
with the fraternity members going to
the dorms, meeting and talking with
the prospective rushees. On W ednes
day, all fraternities were open to
rushees and they visited from 6:30 to
9:00 p.m. The rushees are allowed to
attend the Friday and Saturday night
fraternity parties to which they may
bring dates. These parties continue for
five weeks, and a “ silent .period” is
observed the day after the sixth
Wednesday, when the rushees will be
able to pick up their bids between 3
and 5 p.m.

Senate Resolution
A t the Monday night meeting of
Student Senate, the following resolu
tion was passed unanimously.
W hereas: Gov. Lane Dwinell has
recommended a budget cut of $680,000
in the next biennium, which would
increase basic educational cost per
student at U N H by $200 a year;
W hereas: The Governor’s recom
mendations would make the tuition
cost of the University the highest of
any land grant college in the Union;
W hereas: If the Governor’s recom
mendations are accepted it seems highly_ probable that many deserving and
eligible students will be deprived of
the opportunity of higher education,
simply because of cost;
Whereas: The students paid 84 per
cent of the last faculty salary increase
as opposed to 16 percent by the state;
Whereas: Gov. Dwinell’s recom
mendation increasing faculty salaries
by only approximately 5 percent, com
pared to increases of approximately
14V2 percent for State Employees;
Whereas: U N H salaries are lower
in every faculty rank than the median
for the 48 accredited New England
institutions;
Be it therefore resolved by Stu
dent Senate, as representatives of the
undergraduate body of UNH, that we
do recommend to the Legislature of
the State of New Hampshire, that it
accept and pass the recommended bud
get of the President and Trustees of
the University of New Hampshire.
Copies of this resolution are to be
sent to Gov. Lane Dwinnell of N. H.,
members of the Governor’s Council,
the budget and education committees
of the state legislature.
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Rose Hedges Stop
Automobile Damage

Colleges Expect Enrollment Leap,
Time Magazine Survey Reports

According to an article in Science Ser
vice News, landing in a bed of roses may
save your life. The article referred to
a talk given by Prof. Russell R. Skelton
o f the civil engineering department, be
fore the Highway Research Board in
Washington, D. C., last month. Professor
Skelton talked on Crash Barrier Tests
on Multiflora Rose Hedges that he con
ducted during the summer and winter of
1955.
The tests proved that serious acci
dents could be prevented if multiflora
rose hedges were planted in the median
strip o f a divided highway. A test car
was driven into the hedge at various
speeds, showing that this type of hedge
would be useful as a safety barrier and
capable of stopping a car out of control
gradually and without injury to the
driver or damage to the car.
A grant of $18,000 was given by the
Bureau of Public Roads for this research
project and Professor Skelton was the
Project Director. The entire report on
the tests will be published by the Bureau
o f Public Roads in the near future. The
talk given before the Highway Research
Board will be published in their “ Annual
Proceedings.”

American colleges, currently coping
with the biggest enrollments in his
tory, are bracing themselves for the
com ing invasion of war-born students
which could double the number of
college entrants in ten years, says
Time magazine.
The country’s big-name colleges and
universities, the magazine reports, are
ill-prepared to meet the mounting
crisis and will be forced to become
m ore stringent in their admission
standards. The report is based on sur
veys conducted by correspondents at
leading centers of education in the
country.
Numbers Increase

“ Never before,” says Time, “ have
so many Americans wanted to get
into college . . . and never before has
the competition been so keen . . . The
number of high school students who
go on to college has jumped from 15%
in 1940 to 40% .”
Enrollment in colleges and univer
sities will hit a record high this year,
and estimated 3,250,000. However, this
record comes at a time when the col
lege-age population is still made up
mostly of Depressions babies who are
now college age. By the time the pre
Watch for new listening enjoyment sent crop of first-graders is ready_ for
over W M D R — we’re working on the college, says Dean of Admissions
Sound.
Arthur H ow e Jr. of Yale, enrollments
may soar between five and eight
million.
D IA L G Eneva 6-2605
So far, only the established colleges
have felt the first impact of the great
tidal wave. Last fall Oberlin College
was able to accept only one out of
X L J M l p o k i sm u uth 's w o t B ^
two applicants. For the 6,000 boys who
Now! Ends Sat.,
Feb. 9
say they want to go to Dartmouth
next fall, there are only 725 openings.
W a lt D isn e y 's
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“Ghost” Students
Actually, the problem is all too real
for the thousands of high school stu
dents who, in their panic to get into
college, apply to as many school_ as
possible. Because of these multiple
applicants, favored schools are haunt
ed by “ ghost” students who are ac

*am ow )

Await ’51 Grads
At Plrilco Corp.

*7 p.m. Newman Club, Speaker, Father Bonn,
St. Thomas More Church Hall
*8 p.m. Close Harmony, New Hampshire Hall
Friday
Varsity Basketball, Rhode Island, Away
Saturday
Varsity Hockey, Colby, Away
Tuesday
Wednesday 7-10 p,m. Lens and Shutter, Hewitt 213
* 7 :30 p.m. Varsity Basketball, Bowdoin, Field
House

February 8
February 9
cepted but go elsewhere. Consequently,
February 12
many schools accept more than enough
February 13
for their quota.
By piling up the total number of
applicants, the “ ghosts” tend to distort
the demand for higher education, but,
Any organization which would like to have a notice o f an open
the demand is nevertheless there. Top
meeting, lecture, etc., appear in the Campus Calendar should call 425
private colleges seek, not only a bright
between 7 and 9 on the Sunday preceeding publication.
student body, but a broad one; and
*Starred items are open to the public.
wealth and background are becom ing
less and less important.
The new wave of applicants has also
Caryl Slanetz Am bassador
had an effect upon publicly supported
institutions. Many schools required by O f Heart Fund C am paign
law or tradition to take in every tax
Caryl Slanetz, a music major, in the
payer’s child with an in-state high
school diploma have begun to wonder junior class, has been chosen to ^act as
whether they can expand rapidly the official ambassador of the 1957 New
Dr. John F. Reed, Dean of the Grad
enough to maintain their “ open door” Hampshire Heart Fund Campaign.
uate School, has announced the first
By lighting a giant torch, dubbed the
policy. Some have already answered,
‘Torch of Hope” by the Hart Fund, she awards made from the Central Universi
“ no” .
will set the state’s heart appeal in motion. ty Research Fund, an allotment estab
Educators Worry
The torch, located in Manchester, will lished last spring to support and en
courage faculty research and creative ac
Many educators are w orrying about stay lighted throughout the month of
February, pointing the way to the 9,000 tivity. The fund is made available on the
what the tidal wave of students will
basis of competitive application for sup
do to their schools unless admission volunteer workers. ,
After graduating from Dover High port of research, particularly in areas of
standards go up. They feel that if in
creased numbers of students threaten School in 1954, Caryl was discovered to study which are not usually subsidized
college instructional quality, then they be suffering from a congenital heart de from outside agencies.
fect which threatened to shorten her life.
are obliged to control the numbers.
Fourteen faculty members working on
She was operated on by a famous Boston
But, Time continues, other educators heart surgeon, however, and recovered individual projects are the recipients of
have begun to w orry about whether fully. Showing convincing proof of the the first grants. The intial awards an
the emphasis on brains and tests might operation’s success, Caryl bicycled across nounced by Dean Reed include projects
go too far. Many state-supported the country the following summer, as
in psychology by Robert G. Congdon,
schools still feel they have a moral part of an American Youth Hostel Pro
Brian Kay, and George M. Haslerud; in
obligation to give every taxpayer’s gram.
___________________
zoology by George M. Moore, Emery F.
child his chance, even though he may
Swan, and Philip J. Sawyer; and other
flunk out. “ W e believe” , says President Trustees Vote Bond Issue;
Fred H ovde o f Purdue University, “ in
individual grants to Stuart Palmer in
the doctrine of opportunity. If student Two N e w Buildings Planned sociology; Charles Jellison, Jr. in his
fail, they at least know they had their
University trustees have voted to tory ; Paul R. Jones, chemistry; Joseph
chance.”
ask the General Court to approve a bond E. Shafer, economics; Barbara K. New
Some feel that mere “ quickness of issue of approximately $4,000,000 for man, physical education; and Cecil J.
mind” may become far too important new buildings under a planned pro Schneer, geology. John W . Hatch and
while neglecting other vital factors in gram of necessary expansion. This is Wesley F. Brett have received grants
a student’s makeup. Admissions D i separate from dormitory construction, for work in the arts.
Administered by the Dean of the Grad
rector Robert Jackson of Oberlin which is planned on a self-liquidating
uate School with the advice of a special
says: “ Y ou have to leave the door basis.
open for the W inston Churchills. It
The new structures, a classroom and faculty committee, the fund provides such
is said of him that on the basis o f his office building for the College of L ib aid as equipment and materials, research
school record, he would not be admit eral Arts, and Basic Life Science assistance, travel to research libraries and
ted to any college today.”
building, will cost an estimated two museums, and similar specialized help.
Members of the advisory committee in
million dollars each. Construction is
planned for completion in time for the administering the fund are Robert B.
Dishman, Assoc. Prof. of Government,
1959-60 academic year.
W ith projected enrollment anticipat representing the social sciences; Harry
ing a sharp upward trend, the pro A. Keener, Prof. of Dairy Husbandry,
gram is designed to relieve present representing applied plant and animal sci
and future congestion in classroom, ences ; J. Howard Schultz, Assoc. Prof.
of English, representing the humanities;
office, and laboratory space.
Emery F. Swan, Assoc. Prof. of Zool
16
ogy, for the biological sciences; Arthur
Teeri, Prof. of Agricultural and Bio
M E A D E R 'S FLO W ER S H O P E.
logical Chemistry, for the physical sci
ences ; and Alden L. Winn, Prof. of
C O R SA G E S OUR SPECIALTY
Electrical Engineering, for technology.
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MacLeish Addresses Convocation Conference Hears
O n Today's "N e e d For Affirm ation Problems Of State
//

A rchibald M acLeish, Pulitzer Prize winner and H arvard U ni
versity Professor, spoke before students and faculty at a U niversi
ty C onvocation held in N ew H am pshire H all on Jan. 17. H is topic
was “ The Need for Affirm ation.”
Dr. M acLeish said that he has observed in the present college
generation a desire to believe not found in preceeding generations.
Paradixocally, such a hunger is present in an atmosphere full of
final answers. The seeming paradox
arising from the failure of these an
swers to satisfy is resolved by the real
ization that while these answers de
clare, they do not communicate cer*
tainty. In the case of modern physics,
convenience has replaced law, and
theory is judged by artistic coherence
rather than by correspondance to
reality.
The poet W illiam Butler Yeats, Dr.
MacLeish said, reveals the source of
this enhanced passion for belief. Like
the modern mind, Yeats was dominated
by a desire to know the meaning of
experience. T o this end he advocated
the use of mind at its highest, most
impassioned intensity, “ an old man’s
frenzy.” He set no limits to the knowl
edge of truth that we may attain in
this way.
Need To Know First
Both Yeats and the modern mind
put the need to know above the need
to believe. In “ The M agi” Yeats
pictured the W ise Men hovering
anxiously over the earth, rendered
“ pale and unsatisfied” by “ Calvary’s
turbulence.” Calvary established the
foundation of Christian faith, and in so
doing discontinued the revelation of
knowledge about God which had been
granted to the Prophets and to those
who had seen the Incarnated at
Bethlehem.
Yeats once doubted, as we have,
the limitless possibilities o f knowledge.
In “ Leda and the Swan” , the girl Leda
put on the power of the Swan (the
god Zeus) when she conceived his
child. Did she at the same time put
on his knowledge? W as she, the
mother of Helen of Troy, aware of the
control she was exercising over the
destiny of two nations? “ Can humanity
touched by the necessity of God know
that necessity?” H ow much can man
know of the pattern, purpose, and
meaning of life? The poet does not
answer here.
Man As A Knower
Yeats gave an answer at the end
of his life _when he said that man
wants to believe in himself as a knower.
He wants to believe that he can “ com 
pel truth to answer in the mind by
human passion.” This is what we
hunger to believe, and also our means
of realizing the possibilities of knowl
edge. Man is not content to realize
that truth can be made to yield. He
needs to have faith that he himself
can make it yield. T w o means of
obtaining knowledge, science and art,
are based on this faith in man.
Yeat’s pride in the power of the
human intellect was not the pride of
Eden which placed man -above God.
It was a pride in those means which
will lead to God.
Just as Yeats did not unduly glorify
man, so he did not conceal the sordid
ness and misery of human existence.
H e believed in the worth of life in
spite of its essential tragedy. In “ Lapis
Lazuli” he mocked the danger of world
destruction. The poet may well be gay,
he said, for “ all things fall and are
built again.” The welcom ing acceptance
of tragic life justifies man.

Trip Tips Offered
By Travel Council
If you are planning your first trip
abroad— for pleasure, study or work—
you will find helpful a new publication
of the Council on Student Travel (1 7 9
Broadway, New Y ork 7, N .Y .) entitled,
Europe: Sources of Information, priced
at 25 cents. It is a 24-page booklet
compiled as a service to students and
young people traveling on limited bud
gets. In keeping with that fact, most
of the publications listed are free.
The booklet lists, with brief descrip
tions, m ore than 50 current self-help
books, pamphlets,
directories, and
other guides. Jobs in Europe, study
and summer projects abroad, travel
hints and handbooks all are included
for the cost-conscious traveler.
For quick reference the booklet also
lists names and addresses of European
government tourist offices and railway
offices in the United States, and stu
dent travel bureaus in Europe.

“ Seventy percent of New Hampshire
taxes can be classified as regressive, a
greater burden on the low income citi
zen,” stated Professor William F. Henry,
chairman of the department of agri
cultural economics. His talk was delivered
to the opening session of the Third
Annual Inter-Faith Town and Country
Life Conference held here recently.
Sponsored by the New Hampshire
Council o f Churches, the Diocesan Office
of the Catholic Rural Life Conference,
and the University Extension Service,
the Conference began with a discussion
of the state tax situation by Prof. Henry,
and Silas B. Weeks, Agricultural Econo
mist.
It was explained that when individuals
pay the same tax on any item the
greater burden obviously falls on the
lower income group.
Director Jere Chase of the University
Extension Service addressed another ses
sion of the Conference on the “ Industrial
Development and Training Program in
New Hampshire.” He outlined a program
for teaching technical courses to workers
already employed by the state’s indus
tries.
Following the opening of the first ses
sion, a discussion of population change
in New Hampshire was conducted by
Assistant Professor of Sociology, Owen
B. Durgin. He explained that the in
crease in state residents over the age of
65 was due to the large percentage of
young people leaving the state.
“ Cooperation in Controlling Crime”
was the subject of an afternoon seminar
moderated by Richard T. Smith, Direc
tor of the New Hampshire Department
of Probation. He sited lack of funds and
their consequences in hindering depart
ment functioning as the prime problem
which his department faces.

Extension Service To Offer
W id e Selection O f Courses
The Extension Service is offering a
wide variety of courses in adult educa
tion for the second semester. W ork in
technology, the arts, education, and many
special areas of study are included.
Classes are being offered in 14 cities
and towns, according to Extension Di
rector Jere Chase. In addition to those
held at the University, courses will be
offered in Concord, Exeter, Groveton,
Laconia, Littleton, Manchester, Nashua,
Peterborough, Portsmouth, Rochester,
Sanford, Me., Somersworth, and W olfeboro.
A total of 74 courses are listed in the
Extension Service’s new catalogue for
the February-June semester. A faculty
and staff of 60 members is available for
the program which is designed both -to
assist persons in job improvement and to
give credit courses for degrees.
Information
concerning
individual
courses and assistance in planning a pro
gram of study may be obtained from the
University Extension Service, Commons
Building.

Robert L. Sherman, U N H
Alumnus, Assumes N e w Post
President Eldon L. Johnson has
announced the appointment of Robert
L. Sherman, formerly with the State
Department of Public W elfare, to the
post of Financial Aids Officer and
Non-academic Personnel Assistant at
the University. A resident of Lee, Mr.
Sherman has already assumed duties.
A native o f Bridgeport, Conn.,
Sherman is a 1952 graduate of U N H
and received his Master’s degree here
in 1954. An army veteran, he taught
school in Antrim before joining the
State W elfare Department as a child
welfare worker in Portsmouth.
He is marritd to the former Con
stance Ann Cooper of L on g Branch,
N. J. They have two children.

Freedom Personal,
According To Eddy
“ Freedom and democracy must be
found in the hearts of men and women
who believe that they apply to every
aspect of our daily adventure. They are
not found in the waving of the flag or
in a pledge of allegiance,” Dr. Edward
D. Eddy, Jr., told the Dover Women’s
Club at a recent meeting.
“ It is high time,” he added, “ that many
of us stopped wearing democracy on our
sleeve and began to live it in our lives.”
Dr. Eddy scored those individuals who
“ prefer to look backward rather than
forward (and) find no real challenge in
the greatness of our times.”
“ If the times are exciting and danger
ous,” he said, “the leaders of men need
go far beyond themselves and their im
mediate circles. The leader must know
that freedom is a universal _concept but
that its practice starts in his own back
yard.”
Dr. Eddy told the group that the “kind
of informed and dynamic leadership this
community, state and nation needs” re
quires “ belief in freedom as a way of
life,” resistance to “ every attempt toward
thought control,” the individual’s aware
ness of his responsibility for his fellows,
and that “ sense of perspective (to) behumility and its necessary counter-part,
ware of pretentious men who lack both
honest self confidence.”

NEW YORK STREET
WASHETTE, INC.

Europe: Sources of Information
answers those questions most fre
quently asked o f the Council during
the ten years it has served students
and teachrs as a clearinghouse for in
formation on. intrnational travel. The
Council is a private, nonprofit organiza
tion with 42 member agencies. It pro
vides trans-Atlantic transportation for
teachers and students; T R I P — a trav
Stan Kenton’s best selling album is
Art Podaras has swingin’ trends in
eler’s recreation information program
aboard ship; and tour information on chamber sounds on his segment of pro Cuban Fire. You hear Stan and other
stars of the jazz world over W M D R .
gramming at the 650 marker.
international travel.
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A quick service laundry

•

Wash-fluff dry-fold

TRY US FOR REAL E C O N O M Y
7 New York Street, Dover
(turn right at 561 Central Ave.)

Modem I
Pick the Pack that Suits You Best!

N e w Student Union
M odel For Country
Despite the weather, work is still pro
gressing on the construction o f the Mem
orial Union. Staton Curtis, director of
Notch Hall, says that the building will
probably be ready to open next Septem
ber.
At present, members of the student or
ganizations which will have offices in
the Union are meeting with Mr. Curtis
to make plans for the purchase of fur
niture. The ground floor of the Union
will be taken up with offices for the
Granite, The N ew Hampshire, Student
Government, etc. Present plans call for
similar furnishings throughout the build
ing, including metal desks, matching file
cabinets, and matching tables.
Mr. Curtis says that when the Union
is complete, it will be a model for Stu
dent Union centers throughout the East
— in fact, for the whole country.
U N H ’s Freshman ski team recently
elected Martin Hall of Laconia, captain
for the remainder of the season.
Hall is a graduate of Laconia High
and Vermont Academy. He won all four
events as the Freshmen opened their sea
son with a 379.7 to 360.7 victory over
Proctor Academy
m m m mm m a m

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5
and b y
Appointment
Closed W e d .

450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over New berry's
Tel. 2062

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
of all Types

© 1957,
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Times That Try

Franklin Forecast

N ow is the great time of insincerity. Students w ho^are unm istakeably freshmen are dressing with studied care as the co l
lege type” — or what they think the college type to be — rather
than the way they prefer to dress. T h ey are sm iling at fraternity
jackets, sorority pins, or at people w ho look as though they should
be wearing one or the other. T h ey are planning dates with the most
personable of the opposite sex for rushing parties and, above all,
trying’ to cu.ltiv3.tc 3 uton c” in their speech 3nd idens th.3t will m3rk
them as the “ Sigma Phi som ething type. A ll in all they are acting
in an exceedingly unnatural manner, believing this action will en
hance their chances of being classed as a socially acceptable per
son and thus be eligible for membership in the selected caste. T h ey
are, for the m ost part, right.
. . .
,
Other students are wearing jew eled pins with greater f r e 
quency than at any other time of the year. F or som e this is a
declaration to the prospective rushee that they are one of the ones,
in character and behavior, that they must be measured up to. Others,
p oor souls, wear their jew elry because they know they w ill receive
faw ning attention from som e rushees and they crave this type of
attention. Still others are asking “ hot rushees,” “ g ood men or
“ girls,” about their marks, classes, professors, favorite liquor,
favorite brand of cigarettes (w hich they sometimes just happen to
have and offer), have they seen the house (usually they have, three
or four tim es), the general health of fam ily and pets. A n d at
all times — being the type w ho take an interest in “ this kid” and
want him in. T h ey rate people on little cards, pass out little cards,
m atchbooks or charms with Greek letters on them, and practice a
pleasing handgrip on friends, housem others, or house pets. T h ey
too are acting in a peculiarly unnatural manner.
_ ,
Others, non-fraternity men, non-sorority w om en, are sitting m
their room s, at one of the local soda shoppes, or at one of D ov er’s
renow ned groggeries, explaining in intellectual terms and logicalsounding phrases the reasons for the existence of the g r e a f time
of insecurity and the ridiculousness of the w hole thing. Their ex
planations are usually g ood and very reasonable, but to swallow
them you must be able to stand a sour-grape flavoring. T h ey are
as false-faced as the others.
There are other students w ho show a healthy disregard for the
events goin g on about them at this time of year. They^ do not
criticize o r com m ent at all on rushing or on the ideas and ideals of
fraternities and sororities. T h ey are above it all. T h ey are the
more sophisticated of the rejected ones, or of those fearing rejection
whose healthy disregard is “ studied” health. T h ey too are false.
Fortunately, there are certain groups of people w ho seem on
the surface to fall into one of the possible types of insincerity •
but w ho do not. T h ey are stable people w ho are not affected^ by
the pressure to get in the best house, get the richest, best-looking,
smartest, m ost talented pledge, fill the quota, or explain w hy they
aren’t rushing or are not bein g rushed. Some people dress in the
college archetype because that is the w ay they like to dress, they
buy a new sweater because they really need one, they smile and
are polite because the like people, and they are seen at parties
with “ good dates” because they attract g ood dates. Some wear
their pin or jacket because they are honestly proud of their affili
ation with their fraternity or sorority, they ask questions of rushees
because they are actually interested in som eone w ho may be living
in close contact with them for a few years. Finally, som e do not
believe in the principles or practices of fraternities or_ sororities
and for real reasons either do not desire affiliation or just aren t
interested in that phase of college life.
It is this last group that should be the m ajor interest of the
fraternity or sorority member. If fraternities and sororities have
a g ood case for their existence, let them present it to these critics,
win them if they can, and in them discove their m ost productive
members, ones w ho will be able to see the weaknesses sometimes
covered over by “ gung-hoism ” or apathy and to attack them
with a converts’ zeal.
If the fraternities and sororities can not gain the support of
this group, perhaps they had best spend time in a re-evaluation of
their positions.
L et them particularly discover the parts of their system that
give rise to the falseness of attitude and appearance during this
rushing period, and, to a certain extent, during the entire academic
year. A return to sincerity and honesty w ould seem to have ob 
vious benefits for the fraternities, to the sororities, and to the
rushees in making choices and com m itm ents that will last for three
important years.
H o w can we tell the false from the honest, the sincere from
the insincere, during this rushing period? Let our noses be our
guides. It will be saddening to see disappointed looks and to face
the prospect of zero degrees when rushing ends, but w e’ll be able
to breathe again.

A Note O f Thanks
T h e N ew H am pshire w ould like to thank those people w ho
helped with the special issue of the newspaper, put out during the
last week of exams. W illiam Stearns was particularly helpful in
criticizing the lead news story for readability and fact, L. Franklin
H eald for his suggestions on make-up for the paper, and President
E ldon Johnson for the several hours necessary for the interview.
In addition, B ob Brakey, John Chadbourne, R ay Clark, Chuck
Crowther, David .Flewelling, Bill M cB ride, Cliff R ockw ell, and
R oger Smith handled the tedious but im portant job of foldin g
the papers for mailing.
_________________________
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Guest Writers

A Fahle

By Jack Hanrahan

Friday and Saturday
Pillars O f The Sky with Jeff Chandler,
Dorothy Malone and Ward Bond.
At last we have an original plot in
Western, to wit, the Indians are on
one side and the U. S. Cavalry on the
other. PLUS, romance, and scenery!
how can one go wrong? Ironically
enough, after all the blood, Indians and
Cavalry join hands in prayer . . . “ and
everyone lived happily ever after.” This
isn’t a total flop as far as entertainment
goes, I am just a little tired of sage
brush corn. 2.5
Sunday and Monady
W ar and Peace with Audry Hepburn,
Henry Fonda, and Mel Ferrer.
I \frill not say that Tolstoy’s novel has
been turned into a great motion picture.
I will say, however, that it presents three
hours and twenty-eight minutes of fas
cination and that the photography is un
usually beautiful. It would be fatuous to
expect such a novel to be filmed accurate
ly and completely, and it would be equal
ly fatuous (in comparison with most of
the “junk” seen on the screen) to comdemn this as a show not worth seeing.
The “ New Yorker” (o f course) thought
it magnificently useless, and said of it,
“ . . . all the King’s horses and all the
King’s men couldn’t put Tolstoy together
a'gain.” This is a marvelously witty state
ment that says (in true “ New Yorker”
style) nothing. Go and see the show.
I am sure that everyone will enjoy at
least the last hour of battle and retreat
as Napoleon and his decimated and
starved thousands move slowly out of a
barren and razed Russia. 3.5
Tuesday and Wednesday
Julie with Doris Day, Barry Sullivan,
Louis Jourdan, and Frank Lovejoy.
A grim and melodramatic account of
a psychopathic killer and the terrors felt
by his wife when she learns of his nasty
little tricks. This is another average show
and yet it should prove moderately in
teresting to ,most. 2.5
Thursday

'

(M ore in imitation of Thurber than A e so p )
by Norman Fast, brother to Jack
Mr. G oose and Mrs. Goose just knew they had found the G ood
Life, and so when their lone gosling' had reached the anserine age
of six, on the m orning he was to enter the first grade, at the break
fast bucket while waiting for him (he, at the time, was off in an
other part of the barnyard preening his quills), Mrs. G oose having
found peace, prosperity, and, in short, everything but a golden egg,
gabbled to her gander th u s :
— — T od ay, our goslin g starts out on his journey through life.
W h o know s what vulpine snares the devil has devised to entrap
him ! W e must put our b o y on his guard, and what better w ay is
there to do this than to inculcate in him this m a x im : virtue is al
ways rew arded ! That w ay we will turn his innate avarice so that
it will becom e his passe partout to the G ood Life.
H ,iss! Q uoth her mate, which in goose-talk corresponds to
our “ amen.”
So the deed was done.
A t school, the gosling, whose name was Benoni, went to a
sagoocious tutor w h o was a peripatetic and therefore had as his
prime interest one’s jou rney through life. H e was certain a maxim
(he thought original with the avians) best prepared goslings for
the trek, so he gabbled to his pupils thus:
V irtue is always rew a rd ed !
That evening, on his w ay back from school, Benoni chanced
to overhear an inspired gander sibilating his saw to his brethren,
and since this gander was an itinerant preacher, one’s journey
through life was his only concern, and what’s more, since he knew
an apposite maxim was a better guide than any signpost, he gabbled
to his flock th u s :
V irtue is always rew arded!
So Benoni reached home, three times assured in one day that
virtue is always rewarded, and he never forg ot this lesson.
In the years that follow ed, he piled go o d deed on good deed,
the most notable being the time he forewarned som e neighboring
fow ls that an engineering weasel was construction a hencoup across
the way, but even the hens failed to extend him largesse, so he
grew to ganderhood unrewarded and unhappy.
Finally, in his old age when he had becom e a dipsom aniac, one
m oonlight night on a solitary carouse, he spied a wise old ow l w ho
was renow ned for his acquaintance with A ristotle which had o c
curred in his youth when an irate housew ife had driven
him from
her attic brandishing a cop y of theNicomachean Ethics.
Poor
Benoni, still undecided whether or not his guiding maxim was just
so much gob bled y-g oose, approached the old bird and gabbled to
him thus :
Is it really true that virtue is always rew arded?
Y e s ! hooted the owl, for virtue is reward in itself!
But Benoni never learned to reconcile him self to this new
maxim, no matter how hard he debated against the old, so he con 
tinued to live a very unhappy existence till the day he died.

Hold Back The Night with Linda Dar
nell, Dale Robertson, and John Lund.
Certain themes seem to monopolize the
movie industry: Sex, which includes all
forms^ of sublime love and carnal desire;
Murder, which includes legalized murder
(war and capital punishment), as well as
the more familiar kinds; and Success
Stories of all types. Some of the more
ingenious magnates (not maggots) man
age to include all in one handy package.
This show does its best to live up to
the superior standards set down . . . it
is a melodrama about war and love, and
since melodramas end happily, this show M O R A L S
ends happily. In point of fact, the show
is almost interesting, and yet we have
all seen and heard the same thing before
. . . full o f sound and fury, signifying
nothing . . . and all in the vernacular.
2.? . . .

Student W riter

Antinomy
Form erly Called “ Sophistry”
by Ann Swan
W e have been up here for two days
now. Up here in this amoral vaccum. I
became aware of this Second Great Event
while working out a theory in co-rel
ative subordinates; you wouldn’t under
stand it. The crowd has been multiplying
around Golgotha, Illinois since Friday
afternoon. Think. . . we are the only
ones who realize the true significance —
— Seems like we have been here an
eternity!
— The executions were only on Friday;
today’s Sunday.
— How many minutes left?
— Five.
— I wonder which one of the three it
will be?
— Four.
— Certainly it won’t be the one on the
right, he was a thief.
— Three.
— W e shall know H im ! *
— T wo.
— W e shall have Him!
— One.
— Now.
— Do you suppose we miscalculated?
— No chance of that—those formulas
were based on The Absolute.
— This is a disillusionment. W e must
go back. I shall consult the Greeks —
they will have the answer.
does not follow . . . should not have
led. . .
O f course! Yes that is it . . . this does
not mean that we . . . then of course
He doesn’t have any . . . now we are
. . . don’t you see, there is no other
answer.
—■ W e’ll have to go back and spread the
good word.
— Think what this will mean to man
kind.
.*
— W e’re not making any progress.
— Why we’re moving; it is impossible
that we aren’t making any progress.
— There is no possibility of a physical
force that can hold us out here. No force
whatsoever that I can compute.
—- And there can be no other force hold
ing us back. W e proved that, concluded
the Philosopher.

T is a sad w orld indeed,
W h en if only for m oot,
A 'g o o s e ’s hiss
Stifles an ow l’s h o o t ;
Callow youth should never put faith in
parents, teachers or priests— only in
philosophers!

Inconsistency
by Stephen Fine
Marshall T ito of Y ugoslavia recently declined to visit the
United States for talks with E isenhow er because, he said, the cli
mate of opinion her'e was unfavorable for a visit by him at this
time. But when T ito spoke o f a climate of opinion, he was not
talking of what the m ajority of the populace was thinking, but
rather, what a few small factions were w riting and spreading
through their presses in opposition to this ruler.
But, the visit by Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia was hailed by
many people, pleased at the prospect of settling disputes in the
Near East through peaceful talks with the rulers there. Certainly
these same people, w ho have no control over the propaganda organs
in the country to be sure, w ould have been equally pleased to have
had T ito visit the country to discuss the prospects for ending some
of the tension existing in the Balkans and am ong the Soviet Sat
ellites.
Ostensibly, opponents to T ito based their opposition on the
grounds that he is such a despotic ruler, anti-religionist, b lood 
thirsty com m unist dictator, and that no such individual should be
permitted to set foot upon our golden shores. But Ibn Saud, al
though no Communist, is more despotic than little T ito could ever
dream of being, although little or no opposition was voiced to his
entrance into the country.
Saud rules a land of over six million where thifeves have their
right hands cut off and adulterers, murderes, and escaped slaves are
beheaded. H is own hom e is a huge beautiful palace and his royal
household includes more than five thousand perons consisting of
imported A frican slaves, concubines, body guards, courtiers, and
forty sons and uncounted daughters. A real M edieval milieu.
A t the same time, the people of his country also live in a
medieval atmosphere. Tuberculosis, typhoid, and sm allpox are w ide
spread and 90 percent of the population suffers from malnutrition.
A n d while these people w ork in the Arabian-A m erican Oil C om 
pany fields, producing 1,100,000 barrels of oil a day (w hich brings
in Saud’s billions for his vast expenses of palace upkeep, Cadillac
fleet renewals, etc.) T h ey live in mud huts through out the rocky
and barren land.
Certainly opponents to T ito ’s visit either do not know of the
great inconsistency in which they are indulging by not speaking out
against such a man as S a u d ; or perhaps they keep silent out of
fear of A m erican oil interests, very dependent upon Saud for their
profits and quick to squelch any voice which m ight possibly create
antagonisms.
A nd perhaps the greatest inconsistency o f all is found in the
words of Saud himself. A fter con ferin g with Eisenhow er and Dulles
he stated that he stood with the U nited States in what is right
and just and g o o d for all humanity.

I
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Medical Students Advised
Going, Going, Gone Take
Exams Y ear Early
Pinned: Barb Lewis,, Alpha Chi
Omega, to H ow ie Ross, Acacia;
Shirley Murray, Boston U., to Ralph
Fearon, Acacia; Bev Bartlett, South,
to Don Stoddard, A T O ; Judy Hamm,
Chi Omega, to John Carroll, Anna
polis; Elaine Zalkind, Simmons, to
Bob Cohen, Acacia J Cynthia Martin,
Theta U ’56, to R oger Atherton,
Lambda Chi Alpha ’56; Betsy Duffill,
Sawyer, to T om Kolar, Kappa Delta
Rho, Bucknell ’56.

—

The Educational Testing Service,
preparers and administrators of the
Association of American Medical Col
leges tests, advises candidates for ad
mission to medical colleges in fall, ’58,
to take the test in May, 1957. In this
way, candidates will be able to furnish
scores to institutions in early fall when
many schools begin selecting their next
entering class.
The tests are required o f applicants
to almost every medical school in the
country and will be given twice during
the current calendar year.
A ccording to the Service,_ the tests
require no special preparation other
than a review of science subjects. The
exams, which test one’s understanding
of modern society, and general scholas
tic ability as well as knowledge of the
sciences, are administered in over 300
local centers throughout the country.
Further information may be obtained
from the Educational Testing Service,
20 Nassau Street, Princeton, New
Jersey.

P A G E F IV E

Rush For Education English Instruction
Is Now Underway Given To Refugees

American college and university at
tendance this year exceeds the 1947
and 1948 peak enrollments, when rec
ord student bodies included more than
1,000,000 W orld W ar II veterans, Dr.
Raym ond
Walters,
University
of
Cincinati president emeritus, reported
recently.
In his thirty-seventh annual stat
istical survey for School and Society,
Dr. W alters noted that the flood o f
college_ students expected to inundate
Engaged: Judy Kirkpatrick, Alpha
the nation’s campuses in 1960 is already
Chi Omega, to Dave Paterson, A T O ;
under way. Returns from 901 approved
Betty Downer, Alpha Chi Omega, to
universities and four-year colleges— 98
Chuck Hastings, Chi Phi, U. of N.
per cent of all such accredited institu
Carolina ’56; Pat Lewis, Charlestown,
tions— show _ 1,724,897 full-time stu
to David Cilley, East; Robin Dunkley,
dents. This is 6.5 per cent more than
Theta U, to Joe Cotie, A T O ; Janet
last year. There are 559,222 part-time
Fiedler, Smith, to Fred Lorenzen,
students, an increase o f 11.5 per cent.
Schofield; D orothy Arris, Boston, to
Dr. Walters points out that the pre
Bob Mason, Alexander.
sent advances have nothing to do with
the recent soaring birth rate. Instead,
Married: Ann Houle, Manchester, to
this year’s college ranks come from the
Frank Zaleski, Phi D U ; Gail Goodhue,
late Nineteen Thirties’ low birth-rate
South, to Jack Ruonala, Kappa Sigma
’56.
Watch for new listening enjoyment period and from high-school classes
which were smaller than those of
over W M D R — we’re working on the
fifteen years ago. This means, he said,
Sound.
Meet your friends at Notch Hall.
that higher education possesses en
hanced attractions, so that four out o f
every ten graduates of high school
last June registered last September
for some form of advanced instruction.
Engineers, Teachers Gain
Counting students in all grades, the
m ajor attendance gains are in the two
fields in which the country’s needs are
most pressing— engineering and school
teaching.
H owever, Dr. Walters warns that
the teachers-college freshmen increase
of 3.8 per cent falls markedly below
the encouraging gains o f preceeding
years: 13.2 per cent in 1955 and 19.4
/
per cent in 1954.
P olicy statements by some of the
“ H ello,” said the voice on the telephone. “ This is
privately controlled universities indi
Werther Sigafoos.”
cate that present financial resources
will not permit considerable expansion
“ W ho?” said Anna Livia Plurabelle.
and that numbers must be limited so
“ Werther Sigafoos,” said Werther Sigafoos. “ I sit
they can do their best qualitative work
next to you in psych. I’m kind o f dumpy and I always
are borne out by their small increases
wear a sweatshirt.”
this year o f 3.8 per cent in full-time
and 4.5 per cent in full-time and 4.5
“ I’m afraid I don’t remember you,” said Anna Livia.
per cent in part-time students.
By contrast, public universities are
“ I’m the one whose lecture notes you’ve been borrow
up 6.7 per cent in. full-time and 14.6
ing for two years,” said Werther.
per cent in part-time student body
“ Oh, y es!” she said. “ What do you wish, W alter?”
totals.

WHO WENT TO THE PROM

An
English
language
and
orientation center for newly-arrived
Hungarian refugee students was re
cently established at St. Michael’s
College, Vermont. This special orien
tation program at St. Michael’s is the
second such center, the first having
been established at Bard College
(Annandale-on-Hudson, N. Y .) by the
Institute of International Education,
in December.
The center at St. Michael’s will ac
commodate 100 male Hungarian stu
dents for a 15 week course in intensive
English
language
instruction
and
orientation to American society. The
main purpose of this program will be
to equip these university students to
take advantage of the numerous offers
of scholarships extended them by
American colleges and universities.
During this period the students will
receive an introduction to the United
States. They will be given the oppor
tunity to accustom themselves to
American colleges and universities,
American homes, religious life, Am eri
can towns and villages, industries,
labor
organizations, service
clubs,
social services— as much of the general
American scene as can be provided in
this short period.
The Institute of International Educa
tion, sponsoring agency for the orien
tation program, has also taken a lead
ing role in initiating a general scholar
ship program for these refugee stu
dents, whose numbers in this country
may reach a total of between 1500 and
2000. Jointly with W orld University
Service, the Institute petitioned 1200
colleges and universities for offers for
scholarship aid for Hungarian students.

A nna Livia did not really have a date, but she was
expecting to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athlete and
BMOC, handsome as Apollo, smooth as ivory, driver of
a 2.9 litre Bugatti, wearer o f faultless tweeds, smoker
of Philip Morris Cigarettes, which, even without his
other achievements, would by itself stamp him as a man
o f discrimination, as the possessor of a pleasure-oriented
palate, as one who smoked for the pure joy o f it, who had
sought and found a cigarette brimming over with zest
and zip and hearty good fellowship — Philip M orris! Well sir, Anna Livia'waited for Stewart to ask her,
but two days before the Prom, to everybody’s amazement,
he asked Rose-of-Sharon Kinsolving, a nondescript girl
with pavement colored hair and a briefcase.
Anna Livia sobbed for a spell and then, not wishing
to miss the most gala event o f the junior year, she
phoned Werther Sigafoos.
“ My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,”
she said, “ and I’ll accept your invitation, Waldrop.”
“ W erther,” said Werther. “ Oh, goody ganders!”
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from
Stewart Stalwart. “ My Prom date has come down with
a dread virus,” he said. “ Will you go with m e?”
“ Certainly,” she said and immediately phoned Wer
ther and said, “ I have come down with a dread virus and
cannot go to the Prom with you, Whipstitch.”
“ W erther,” said Werther. “ Oh, mice and ra ts!”
S o Anna Livia went to the Prom with Stewart and
who do you think they ran into? Rose-of-Sharon with
Werther, that’s who!
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon be
cause she always did his homework, but she had weaseled
out because she really wanted to go with Werther with
whom she felt a great oneness because they were, both
so dumpy. He fell wildly in love with her at the Prom,
and today they are married and run a very successful
five-minute auto-wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna Livia and Stewart are happy too. They are
still juniors and have not missed a Prom in six years.
© Max Shulman, 1957

All’s well that ends well, say the makers o f Philip Morris
Cigarettes, who bring you this column each week through
the school year. And, speaking o f things that end well — and
begin well too — try today’s zestful new Philip Morris!

Sophomore Gains
Mademoiselle Post
Sophomore
Virginia
Merriam
of
Brentwood, N. H., is one of 650 students
who comprise Mademoiselle magazine’s
national College Board.
As a College Board member, she will
represent the campus and report to
Mademoiselle on college life and the col
lege scene. She will complete two assign
ments that will help her explore her
interests and abilities in writing, editing,
fashion, advertising, or art, in competi
tion for one of twenty Guest Editorships
to be awarded by the magazine at the
end of May.
The ^Guest Editors will be brought to
New York for four weeks next June to
help write, edit, and illustrate Made
moiselle’s 1957 August College issue.
Their transportation will be paid to and
from New York, and they will receive
a regular salary for their work.
In addition to their work on the mag
azine, Guest Editors will interview out
standing men and women in their chosen
fields to help clarify their career aims;
will visit fashion showrooms, publishing
houses, and advertising agencies, and will
be Mademoiselle’s guests in a round of
party and theatre-going.

Summer Placement Booklet
Describes Job Opportunities
The Advancement and Placement Insti
tute announces publication of The WorldWide Summer Placement Directory. This
has been prepared as an aid to educators
and students who wish new ideas for
ways to earn while they vacation.
The Directory gives descriptions of
the type of work available with names and
addresses of employers regularly need
ing additional summer employees. In
cluded are summer theaters, dude ranches,
travel tour agencies abroad, work camps,
study awards all over the world, national
parks, summer camps and resorts, and
many others.
Additional information can be secured
from The Institute at Box 99B, Greenpoint Station, Brooklyn 22, New York.

N eed A Haircut?
U N IV ER SIT Y
BARBER S H O P

Lynch's
Beauty Shoppe
Permanent W a v in g
and

Hair Cutting
OUR SPECIALTY
Phone 389
M A I N STREET

D U R H A M , N . H.

Switzerland, Cuba, Germanv, and
the Netherlands have announced fel
lowships and grants to be awarded to
American graduate students desiring to
pursue their studies abroad.
Opportunities to study in Switzer
land have been, made available by
Swiss universities and societies and the
American-Swiss Foundation for scien
tific Exchange.
Closing date for applications is
March 1. Candidates must hold a Ph.D.
or M.D. degree b y date of departure.
The universities of Switzerland offer
tuition
grants,
supplemented
by
stipends given by the Swiss educational
institutions and societies under the
Swiss American Student Exchange
program.
Havana University

Representatives O f Lincoln
Laboratory To Visit Cam pus

Competitions for the Father Felix
Varela Fellowship for study at the
University of Havana in Cuba will
close April 1. This award, covering
tuition and maintainance expenses, is
open to students in the fields of philos
ophy, Spanish and Spanish-American
literature, history, education, social
sciences and law, primarily.
Three fellowships are being offered
for study in the Netherlands. The
“ Hendrik W illem van L oon ” , “ Edward
W . B ok” , and the “ Hendrik Anton
Goenen Torchiana” fellowships, offered
by the government o f the Netherlands,
cover room and board expenses, with
tuition waived. Grantees eligible may
also apply* for Fulbright travel grants.
Fields o f study include Dutch lan
guage and linguistics, Dutch history,
sinology, econom ics, business adminis
tration and agriculture. Applications
should be filed before March 1.

Professional scientists will visit the
campus on Feb. 18 as representatives
of the M .I.T. Lincoln Laboratory in
Lexington, Mass. These men will
devote their time to acquainting stu
dents with the activities of the L ab
oratory which was created in 1951 by
M .I.T. at the joint request of the
Army, Navy and Air Force, to improve
our defense against the increasing
threat of air attack. One of their most
outstanding developments to date is
SA G E (semi-automatic ground en
vironm ent)— the computer controlled
continental air defense system. Other
vital research projects going on at the
Laboratory have created a need for
capable engineering and science grad
uates.
Students desiring to learn about full
time professional positions or positions
with advanced study opportunity at the
Lincoln Laboratory should sign up for
interview at the Placement Office.

Sixty awards are being offered for
study in the Federal Republic of
Germany. March 1 is the closing date
for applications. M ost of these include
tuition and a modest stipend for main
tainance.
Studies offered are in German lan
guage and literature; civil, mechanical,
and electrical engineering; architecture;
mining and metallurgy; electron optics;
chemistry; physics; engineering math
ematics; and philosophical-theological
courses.
Applicants to any o f these awards
must hold at least a bachelor’s degree
at time of departure, have good
academic records, some knowledge of
the vernacular, and good health and
moral character. Further information
may be obtained from the Institute of
International Education, 1 East 67
Street, New Y ork 21, N. Y .

...AND WHY

“ W erther,” said Werther. “ What I wish is to take
you to the Junior Prom next April.”
“ That’s months away, Westnor,” said Anna Livia.
“ W erther,” said Werther. “ Yes, I know, but you are
so round and beautiful that I was afraid you might
have a date already.”
“ As a matter of fact I do, Wingate,” said Anna Livia.
“ W erther,” said Werther. “ Oh, drat!”

O pportunity For
G raduate Studies
O verseas Grants

German Studies

Mum ford . . .
(continued from page 1)
In these volumes, Mumford pleas for a
moral rebirth which, he feels, is the only
thing that will save mankind. He has
long shown a real capacity for perceptive
ly analyzing the thoughts and craftsman
ship of our time.

Correction
A mistake was made in the listing
of the new staff of The New H am p
shire which appeared in the last issue.
Nancy Corey and Justine Duryea are
the secretaries for the next year.

PAUL'S Jewelry
D OVER'S D IA M O N D

DEALER

Integrity and Columbia Diamonds
ARTCARVED W E D D IN G BA N D S
TROPHIES A N D E N G R A V IN G
PENS - PENCILS - TYPEWRITERS
LU G G A G E POCKETFLASKS
Complete W atch a n d Jewelry
Repair Service

Clearance Sale
FEBRUARY 7th. 8th, 9th
Sportswear

Dresses
—
Children's Clothing
Jewelry

Gifts

—

i

1

1

4

3

2

N ylons
Bags

off

THE UNIVERSITY SHOP
Great Buys at G reat Bay
"S m a ll But Ch oice " best describes our present stock of OK. Used Cars. Com e In and
look around or C all OLdfield 9-3215 Collect and we will bring one over.
1955 Bel A ir Convertible. V8, Powerglide,
Powerpack,
Radio
Heater
and
other
Extras. W e will install New Top in your
choice of Color. $1995.
1954 Chevrolet Bel A ir Hardtop. Extra
Clean. Fully Equipped with Powerglide,
Sun Visor, Radio and Heater. W hite W a ll
tires, a real special at $1495.
1953 Chevrolet Bel A ir Four Door Sedan.
6 Cylinder Powerglide. Nice and Clean.
H as Radio, Heater, Seat Covers and
Tinted Glass. $1195.
1952 Chevrolet Skyline Deluxe Four Door
Sedan. Extra Clean Low M ileage. A nice
Family Car. Stan dard Transmission. $775.

1955 Bel A ir Four Door with 6 cylinder
Engine
and
Standard
Transmission. 5
Alm ost N ew W hite walls. Push Button
Radio. Vertically Two Tone in N avajo Tan
and Ivory.
1954 Chevrolet Bel A ir Four Door 6
cylinder standard transmission A nice clean
one at $1295.
1954 Plymouth Belvedere Four Door Sedan.
O n e Owner, Radio and Heater, Priced for
quick sale at $1095.
1953 Chevrolet 210 Four Door. 6 cylinder,
standard Transmission Tinted Glass. $995.
1953 Chevrolet 210 Two Door. Radio
Heater and tinted Glass. Low M ile age . $995.

W ANTED!
Clean and Extra Clean Used Cars. A s trade Ins on The Sweet Smooth an Sassy 57
Chevrolet. W ill trade right! Hardtops Station W a g o n s and Other models a vailab le
for immediate Delivery.

G REAT B A Y M O T O R CO., Newmarket, N. H.
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PA G E SIX

N O T IC E
More definite plans have been made
for the Winter Carnival Slalom which
will be held on the Fletcher Hale Trail
ary 24, at 10 a.m.
at Belknap Ski Area on Sunday, FebruU S E A S A entry blanks may be used.
Entry fee is $2.00 and standard
Send entry and fee to Steve Jesseman,
Acacia Fraternity, Durham, N. H.
Also anyone interested in helping with
the race please contact Steve Jesseman.

Wildcat Basketeers Freshmen Pucksters Freshmen Hoopsters Athletic Events
Resume Court Action Journey To Boston Have Two Victories On UMass Campus

The Wildcat varsity basketball squad,
who, to date, has a record of two vic
tories and ten defeats, still has seven
games to play, including five with Yankee
Conference foes. On February 6, Maine
University journies to Durham, then on
February 9, the Wildcats visit Kingston,
Rhode Island, for a hoop contest with
the Rhode Island Rams. February 13,
Cattle Judge
Bowdoin invades the Lewis Field House,
C.
Hilton Boynton, U N H dairy speand on February 15, the Wildcats move
cialist, has been named an official to Orono for a return engagement with
Guernsey dairy cattle judge for 1957, the Maine Bears. Two Yankee Confer
according to R. D. Stewart, secretary of ence foes, Rhode Island and Massachus
the American Guernsey Cattle Club here. etts, who supply the opposition during
Candidates qualify for official Guernsey the Winter Carnival weekend, round out
judging by attending type and training the schedule along with a powerful Cata
the American Guernsey Cattle Club, and
schools held throughout the country by mount squad from the University of Ver
mont.
various State associations.
Although the Wildcats are in the
Tune your wireless to W M D R , 650 on cellar of the Yankee Conference, they
your dial, for easy listening and news can have a great deal to say about the
league’s final standings since five of the
in a worldly manner.
last seven games are with Yankee Con
ference foes.
Coach Bill Olson’s team will be bol
C arberry Shoe Store
stered by the return to form of Red
A good place to buy shoes for the entire
Erickson who saw limited service in the
fam ily for every occasion
early part of the season due to a leg
injury. Red has an average of 14.5 points
UPPER SQ U A R E , D O V E R
per game, and besides having a good
shooting eye, he is also an excellent reW e G ive S& H Stamps
bounder.

Coach Whoops Snively’s Freshman
hockey team has been unbeaten thus far
this season, in four games.
The Frosh pucksters opened their sea
son by shuting out Exeter Academy 2-0.
Then, in their first home appearance, the
Wildkittens trounced New Hampton,11-0.
After these initial victories, New
Hampton again and Hope High of
Rhode Island fell under the Powerful
Freshmen skaters.
The Snivelymen have seven games re
maining on their schedule, including Bos
ton University on February 6, in a game
that will be played in Boston.
The rest of the schedule:
Feb. 12
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Feb. 23
March 1

Berlin High School
Boston University
Northeastern
Exeter Academy
Bridgton Academy
Burrilliville H. S.

The Frosh basketball team coached by
Andy Mooridian, thus far this _ season
has compiled a record of two wins and
one loss. The Wildkittens opened the
season by losing to a powerful North
eastern quintet, but they have come along
since trouncing both Harvard University
Frosh and the St. Anslem’s Freshmen.
In the St. Anselm’s game the Blueand-White Frosh scored one hundred
and five points.
Coach Mooridian’s squad has seven
games remaining on the schedule includ
ing a game with Exeter Academy on
February 6, at the latter’s court.
The rest of the schedule:

Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home

Feb.
6 Exeter Academy
Away
Feb.
9 Portland Jr. Col.
Home
Feb. 13 Tilton
Away
Feb. 15 Bates
Home
Feb. 20 Andover Academy
Away
Feb. 25 Dartmouth
Home
The Wildkittens boast a well-balanced
Feb. 27 Exeter Academy
Home
club, defensively as can be seen by the
number of shutouts turned in by them,
This year’s team boasts speed and
and offensively by the great scores they height, thus enabling them to employ the
have run up against the opposition.
fast break to a good advantage as well
as enabling the Freshman to get most of
the rebounds.

Resolution Passed

The General Court of New Hampshire
recently passed a resolution concerning
the Shrine at the Cathedral of the Pines
in Rindge, New Hampshire. The resolu-

tion urges the Congress of the United
States to take steps to give the Cathedral
national recognition by dedicating it as
a national shrine.

Melpar to Interview Engineers,
Physicists and Mathematicians
One O f Nation's Leading Eectronic
Finns Offers Unique Opportunities
M e c h a n ic a l and electronic engi
neers, as well as those majoring in
physics and math will want to in
vestigate the unusual opportunities
for rapid professional growth and
advancement offered by M elp a r,
Inc., one of the Nation’s leading
electronic research and deyelop- M e lp a r ’ s R & D operations are Melpar’s Boston area plants allow
ment organizations.
centered near and in Washington, en g in eers to enjoy the pleasant
A subsidiary of Westinghouse Air D. C. and Boston, Mass. Both are tem p o of N ew E n g la n d living
Brake Company, Melpar is now en rich in cultural and educational coupled with Boston’s splendid cul
gaged in a program of expansion facilities. The Washington, D. C. tural and educational advantages.
involving both increases in staff area in which Melpar’s headquar Melpar pays re-location expenses.
and facilities. The organization’s ters laboratory is located is within
headquarters laboratory is located e a sy d r iv in g ran g e of beaches, Booklets A va ila b le
in Fairfax County, Virginia, only lakes, mountains, as well as other
recreational and scenic points. The An attractive, fu lly -illu s t r a te d
10 miles from Washington, D. C.
climate allows outdoor recreation booklet describing living conditions
215 days of the year. Fine homes prevailing in the Washington, D. C.
and apartments in all price ranges area can be obtained from your
campus Placement Officer.
are readily available.

Melpar Locales Offer
Fine Living Conditions

Ho Formal
Training Period

At Melpar
The college or university graduate
who joins Melpar is not required to
undergo a formal training program.
Instead he immediately becomes a
member of a project group and is
assigned to work with an experi
enced engineer whose guidance and
assistance enable him to advance
rapidly. Members of Melpar proj
ect groups gain experience in all
phases of engineering problems by
free and frequent interchange of
ideas during group meetings. Such
experience is valuable in leading to
eventual managerial responsibility.

Financial Assistance
Offered by Melpar for
Graduate Work
The list of universities located near
Melpar laboratories that offer
g ra d u a te and u n d erg ra d u a te
courses in engineering subjects in
cludes: Georgetown U n iv e r s ity ,
George Washington U n iv e r s ity ,
American University, Catholic Uni
versity, University of Maryland,
University of Virginia, H a r v a r d ,
Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy, Northeastern University, and
Boston University. Melpar offers
financial assistance for study at
these distinguished schools.

Performance Determines
Advancement A t Melpar
A t Melpar there is no waiting
p eriod for “automatic” advance
ment. Instead, an engineer, regard
less of his age or tenure, may move
ahead as rapidly as his skill and
performance dictate. Each engi

Q ualified Graduates
Offered Paid
Inspection Trips
After a personal interview on their
campus, qualified candidates may
be invited to visit Melpar’s head
quarters laboratory near Washing
ton, D. C. at Company expense.
Information on opportunities avail
able for graduates together with
details on living conditions in the
Washington, D. C. area is available
by simply writing: Mr. William
Schaub, Melpar, Inc., 3000 Arling
ton Blvd., Falls Church, Virginia.

M a n y U n iversity
Courses Offered
A t M e lp a r's M a in Lab
Melpar staff members, both holders
and non-holders of degrees, may
take advantage of the many fullyaccredited courses in engineering
subjects which are offered at Mel
par’s headquarters laboratory.

Melpar Expanding
Steadily Every Year
F ou nd ed in 19 4 5 , M elp a r has
doubled in size every 18 months for
the past 11 years. Recently it com
pleted erection of a complete new
headquarters laboratory near the
Nation’s Capital, and is presently
making substantial additions to its
Watertown, Mass. laboratory (6
miles west of Boston), and to its
research department in Boston.
Located on a 44-acre landscaped
tract, Melpar’s main laboratories
encompass over 265,000 square feet
under a single roof. Fully air-con
ditioned, they are equipped with
every facility. In addition to the
new , ultra-modern headquarters
plant, Melpar maintains additional
f a c ilit ie s in Arlington, Virginia,
Boston and Watertown, Massachu
setts, e n c o m p a ssin g a total of
460,000 square feet.

Challenging Openings
Available A t M elpar
In M any Fields

neer’s achievement is reviewed at
least twice a year. In this manner
engineers deserving advancement
can be quickly “spotted” and pro Engineers who join Melpar may
moted. As soon as an engineer is choose their assignments from one
ready for more complex responsi
or more of these challenging fields:
bilities they are given him.
Flight Simulators • Radar and
C o u n term ea su re s • N e tw o r k
Com pany Policies Geared Theory • Systems Evaluation •
Microwave Techniques • Analog &
To Engineer's Needs
Melpar’s personnel policies empha D ig ita l C om p u ters • Magnetic
size individual consideration, objec Tape Handling • UHF, VHP, or
tive treatment, and opportunity SHF Receivers • Packaging Elec
based on ability. Specifically, these
policies are implemented by pro tronic Equipment • Pulse Circuitry
motion from within, wherever pos • M icro w a v e Filters • S e r v o 
sible, merit reviews that are truly mechanisms • Subminiaturization
meaningful, work assignments in • Electro-M echanical Design •
keeping with the engineer’s most
Small Mechanisms • Quality Con
obvious capabilities.
In addition, of course, the Com trol & Test Engineering.
pany makes available to each of Members of Melpar’s research and
its staff members a wide program
of company benefits, including engineering staff are ably sup
group insurance with life, sickness, ported by many designers, drafts
hospitalization and major medical men and technicians. Coordinated
expense features, a retirement plan, supporting services include a chem
and provides for paid sick leave,
istry laboratory, a quality control
vacations and holidays.
group, an environmental test labo
Salaries at Melpar compare most
favorably with those of the in ratory, a number of shops, and
other specialized facilities.
dustry as a whole.

Make Appointment Now For
Melpar Interview Feb. 14th
To secure an appointment with the Melpar representative when
he visits your campus, contact your Placement Officer today.
A t the same time ask him for booklets on Melpar and the Wash
ington, D. C. area. W e believe you will find them of unusual
interest.

By the end of this week, the Uni
versity of Massachusetts basketball team
will either be a strong contender or an
also-ran for the New England small
college basketball crown. In this make
or break period, the Redmen will meet
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Brandeis,
three speedy quintets which are expected
to have too much speed for UMass.
These three basketball games, only one
of which is to be played at the Curry
Hicks Gym, highlights a busy week _as
four Redmen teams swing into action
after the mid-year exam layoff.
Two hockey games, two wrestling
matches, and a swimming meet fill out
the varsity schedule for the week, which
begins with Tuesday’s basketball game
with the University o f Connecticut.
With Christmas and mid-semester va
cations now forgotten, the UMass basket
ball team is ready for serious business.
A better test could not have been offered,
because UConn has long been the King of
the Yankee Conference in basketball as
well as being a leading New England
court power.
Coach Bob Curran will rely upon Cap
tain Jack Foley and his young teammates
to score the second straight win over
UConn. Ned Larkin, Don Akerson,
Bucky Adamezyk, and Johnny Edgar
will have to be hitting constantly to de
feat the Orange Bowl champion Huskies.
Rhode Island visits UMass Thursday,
and Saturday the Redmen journey to
Waltham, Massachusetts to face Bran
deis.
___________________

Wildcat Trackmen
Place In Boston
Twenty-seven thousand track fans filled
Boston Garden twice in the past two
weeks to witness the nation’s top track
men in action. The three hundred com
petitors included seven Olympic gold
medal winners, and representatives from
thirty-five colleges including UNH.
The first of the two meets was the
Boston Knights of Columbus meet, in
which New Hampshire was represented
by pole vaulter Mory Carter, dashman
Arnold Fowler, and a mile relay team of
George Gardner, John W ood, Phil Des
Jardins, and John Rasmussen.
The Boston Athletic Association meet
on February 2, was the next event. The
races were highlighted by a world recordequalling indoor 600 yard run by Olym
pic star Tom Courtney. Other winners
included Olympians Ron Delaney, Bob
Richards, Lee Calhoun, Arnie Sowell,
and Fred Dwyer. U N H entered John
Rasmussen, Yankee Conference 880 yard
record holder, in the Bingham 880 where
he placed third to All-American Doug
Brew of Dartmouth and James Cairns of
Harvard.
Captain Mory Carter and Tom Sohulten were U N H ’s entries in the pole vault.
Carter cleared the bar at twelve feet six
inches to turn back all New England
college competition and take an overall
seventh place. Arnold Fowler and Jay
Purdy ran in t he Briggs 50 yard
dash. Fowler was eighth in a field of
thirty. The mile relay team ran in the
Yankee Conference Relay Championship,
taking a fifth place. The relay team was
made up of Phil DesJardins, Dave Swett,
John Wood, and anchored by George
Gardiner.
Saturday the Wildcat trackmen will
resume their dual meet schedule as the
varsity goes against the Maine Bears at
Orono, and the Freshman are at Exeter.
On the following Wednesday, the teams
will meet a powerful Northeastern squad
in Boston.
Has anyone noticed that Bill Hall,
who was co-captain of last year’s Wildcat
football team is also doing well as Coach
of the Thompson School of Agriculture
basketball team?
To date, Bill’s club has a record of
three wins against a single defeat. In
cluded inthe three wins was a great
victory over the Vermont Aggies, who
boast a strong quintet.
Hall is a native of Nashua and has
played some mighty fine football at guard
the past threfe year’s for Coach Chief
Boston’s Blue and White. Bill is the last
of the four letterman in football.
The' Aggies have three remaining
games on their schedule, February 9,
against the Vermont State School of
Agriculture, February 13, against the
Tilton Junior Varsity, and February 21
against the New Hampton Junior Var
sity. The New Hampton game is the
only one away.

C L O SE H A R M O N Y
New Hampshire Hall
February 8, 1957
8:00 p.m.

BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy
G o o d Com pany
1 SC H O O L ST.

DOVER, N. H.
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Wildcats Reschedule
Norwich Game

Wildcat Puckchasers
Split Over Weekend
T he W ild ca t hockey team played tw o away gam es during the
m id-sem ester vacation, defeating the U niversity of Massachusetts
Redm en, 6-3, on Friday afternoon, and losing to the W e st Point
Cadets, 9-1, Saturday night.
T h e opening period of the U M ass gam e was action-packed from
the faceofT, with the W ildcats scoring three goals and the Redm en
countering with two.
UiNH center A1 Brodeur, who led the
Wildcats in scoring with two goals,
broke loose in the first 35 seconds of
play, and scored unassisted to give the
visitors a one to nothing lead.
UMass tied the game at the five
minute mark on a goal by right winger
Pozzo, who was assisted on the play by
center Lundgren. Two minutes later,
Frank Jennings outskated the Redmen
defense and slapped the puck past the
UMass goalie to give U N H a two to one
lead.
Later in the period, Pozzo and Lund
gren teamed up to score the equalizer.
Pozzo was again credited with the goal.
Finally, at the 16:20 mark of the period,
Captain Ernie Twombly put the visitors
in front again, three to two. Kelly was
credited with an assist on the play.
U N H Scores
In the second period, both clubs
tightened their defenses and consequently
only one goal was tallied on the score
board. Left winger Walt Read slapped
the puck past Goalie Demasellis at 4:26
with George Marineau and Buster Clegg
assisting. At the intermission, U N H
skated off the ice with a four to two
lead.
Three goals were scored in the final
period, the Wildcats getting two of them.
The lone UMass score o f the period came
at 1 :32. Once again Pozzo and Lund
gren teamed up, only this time Lundgren
scored and Pozzo assisted.
The Wildcats stormed right back as
Andy Dube scored an unassisted goal
and Brodeur scored his second with
assists credited to Marineau and Read.
Morency Standout
Marcel Morency, U N H goalie, was the
defensive standout for the visitors, mak
ing twenty-six saves, several being little
short of sensational.
On offense for the Wildcats, A1 Bro
deur with two goals, Walt Read with a
goal and an assist, and George Marineau
with two assists were the stars.
This was U N H ’s second win over the
Redmen. They defeated UMass 4-3, on
the Batchelder Rink, earlier in the year.
U N H visited the United States Mili
tary Academy last Saturday night, and
the Cadets proved to be poor hosts as
they defeated the Wildcats _nine to one.
U N H averted a shutout in the second
period when A1 Brodeur scored the lone
Wildcat goal.
Again Marcel Morency stood out in
the nets for UNH , being credited with a
total o f thirty-five saves. Nineteen of
these came in the second period.
On the strength of last week’s victory
and defeat, U N H ’s record now stands at
four wins and four losses.
Yesterday afternoon on the Batchelder
Rink, the Wildcats played Amherst Col
lege.
The UMass score:
UMass
UNH
g, Demasellis
Morency, g
Id, Bachman
Kravchuk, rd
rd, Battis
Cowie, Id
c, Lundgen
Brodeus, c
lw, Lynch
Marineau, rw
rw, Pozzo
Read, lw
1
2— 6
UNH
0
1 — 3
UMass
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UConn Hoopsters
Lead Conference
Connecticut, the perennial leader of
Yankee Conference basketball, is again
asserting itself as the New England
State Universities take time out for
the traditional
examination layoff.
The sophomore-studded Redmen o f
Massachusetts, who started the season
by winning their first six games, have
since dropped four out of their last
six, including conferenct games to
Rhode Island and Vermont.
Vermont, another team composed
primarily of sophomores, boasts a
record of eight wins and one loss, its
only defeat com ing at the hands of
Maine’s veteran Conference team. The
Catamounts, however, will not play a
sufficient number of Yankee Confer
ence teams to enable them to qualify
for the championship.
Although Rhode Island only has a
record of three wins and seven losses,
the Rams have a veteran first team
and could give Connecticut a bad time.
In co-captains Ronnie M arozzi and
Bdl V on W eyhe, the Rams have a
teriffic scoring punch.
The_ University o f Connecticut, how 
ever, is leading the pack during the
mid-semester examinations, with two
games with R hode Island, two with
Maine, and one with the University
of Massachusetts com ing up.
The conference standings;

The Wildcats’ postponed game with
Norwich in hockey will be played at
Northfield, Vermont, on February 21.
The game was originally scheduled for
January 15, but the Wildcat squad turned
back at Salisbury, N. H., when the heat
ing system on their chartered bus broke
down.
Coach Martin’s U N H pucksters went
into the examination period with a record
of five wins and four losses, four and
four in intercollegiate competition, but
with a cherished 7-4 win over the Alum
ni, the same group that beat them 6-2
last season.
In actual college competition, the W ild
cats lost to Norwich 4-3 after losing a
3-1 lead. They whipped M IT 5-2, Bowdoin 8-4, and the University of Massa
chusetts 4-3 in an overtime. They lost
to Tufts 4-0 and Colby 8-3.
During the vacation between semesters,
the Wildcats played two games, defeat
ing the University of Massachusetts 6-3,
and losing to the United States Military
Academy, 9-1.
The Freshmen, in the meantime, were
undefeated in four games during the first
semester.
U Conn
Maine
Rhode Island
Verm ont
UMass
UNH

The U N H rifle team has been practicing for upcoming meets under the
watchful eyes of their coach, Lieutenant Scanlon of the Army R. O. T . C.
They hope to equal the great record set by last year’s championship team.
Members of the team pictured above are from left to right: Henry Northridge, Russell Miles, David Hoeh, Robert Caise, Herbert Clark, Malcomb
Zwolinski, and William Brown.
Standing in the background is Gordon Hammond, a member of last year’s
team.

Pet.
1000
1000
1000
.750
.333
.000

W
2
1
1

2
1
0

GRANTS
Headquarters for Supplies
and Refreshment
Come in for a Coffee
with your Friends
Located O n M a in St.,
N e a r Post Office

S IT D O W N in the common room, take out your Luckies—
and who pops up to share the fun? None other than that
friendly, familiar figure, the Lounge ScroungeI He’s a sly
guy, too; he knows which cigarettes taste best— and he
knows just who carries ’em. Luckies taste better to buyers
and borrowers—and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette
. . . nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that’s
TOASTED to taste even better. Light up a Lucky right now.
You’ll say it’s the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

W H A T IS A 9 7 - LB. A R A B ?

W H AT DID THEY CALL THE
TROJAN H O R SE?

cl

Carnival Sports Events
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An added sports feature of the Uni
versity of New Hampshire’s 36th annual
Winter Carnival will be a U S E A S A
sanctioned Slalom race on Fletcher Hale
trail, Belknap Ski area, Sunday Febru
ary 24, open to Class C and unclassified
racers.
The course set by Pierre Ducis, former
French Olympic skier, will serve both the
men’ s and women’s divisions.
Entries should be sent to Steve Jesseman, Acacia Fraternity, Durham, on or
before, midnight, February 22.
Other Carnival sports features will in
clude a varsity basketball game with the
University of Massachusetts Redmen,
Saturday afternoon, February 23, at
3 :00 p.m., and a freshman hockey game
the same afternoon with a strong Bridgton Academy sextet.
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Phony Pony
FARRIS

WASHINGTON

Weak Sheik
JOHN

HO TC HK ISS,

RU G G IER O .

Y O U N G S T O W N - U.

a LEE

W H O KEEPS THE N A V Y IN

STITCHES?

W HERE D O Y O U KEEP A H IGH H O R S E ?

SEE YO U AT THE

LA CANTINA

Limp Shrimp

JO H N

BRADY.

PR OVIDENCE

W h ere Pizza Is King

Sailors' Tailors

COLLEGE

*
ROBERT
M ISSISSIPPI

Tall Stall

LONG,
SOUTHERN
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STUDENTS! MAKE $25
Do you like to shirk work? Here’s some easy money—
start Stickling! We’ll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both words
must have the same number o f syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
your Sticklers with your name, address, college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
Treat Yourself
To The Best

W H A T D O Y O U GET W H EN Y O U
FORGET TO S H A V E ?

OUR BUSINESS IS

Luckies Taste Better

TO IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE

“ IT’S T O A S T E D ” TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEAN ER, FRESHER, S M O O T H E R !
© A . T. Co.
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Stubble Trouble

RADCLIFFE

m a n u fa c tu r e r o f

c ig a r e tte s
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P A G E E IG H T

Congress Gets Alcohol Bill;
A g e Drop Refused By N. Y.

Film Society Gives I
Laughton As Henry |

Southern Colleges
Offer Fellowships

The University Film Society’s fifth
presentation o f the academic year is in
Idie historical vein. Shakespeare’s classic,
Henry VIII, will constitute the program
to be held in Murkland Auditorium on
Monday, Feb. 8. The stars, all veterans
of the British and American stage and
screen, are Charles Laughton, Robert |
Donat, Merle Oberon, and Elsa Lan-1
Chester.
The film begins with the beheading of
Henry’s second wife, Anne Boleyn, and
carries Henry through his grim frolick
ing with his other six wives. This is
probably Laughton’s best known and most
popular films; he has, in fact, become i
identified with the bloody Tudor King |
through this role.
The film has many memorable scenes,
particularly the famous banauet scene,
which the atrocious etiquette of_ the 16th
century table. Movie-time is eight p.m.

The Universities of Alabama, Ken
tucky, and Tennessee announce the four
teenth annual Southern Regional Train
ing Program Fellowships for students in
terested in public affairs and public ca
reers and who will receive their bache
lor’ s degrees in June. Each fellowship
grant has a value of $1,950, of which
$1,500 is stipend and the remainder fees
and tuition.
The fellowships offer selected and tal
ented students opportunities to serve an
internship in a public agency such as
the Tennesse Valley Authority or a state
or local government department. In the
1957-58 academic session students will
be enrolled in graduate courses at Ala
bama, Tennessee, and Kentucky.
On completion of the twelve months
training period, each fellow receives a
certificate in public administration. Each
may be awarded a master’s degree by any
one of the three universities upon com
pleting a thesis and passing examinations.
Full information on eligibility require
ments and other information may be ob
tained from the Educational Director,
Southern Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, Drawer I, Uni
versity of Alabama, University, Alabama.
Sounds ranging from pop to pop —
All applications, to be considered, must all yours, and you can find them at 650
be submitted by March 9, 1957.
on your dial.

Extension Offering
Old Age Workshop
A weekly series o f training workshops,
“Working with Older People” , is to be
offered Wednesday evenings from Feb.
6 through May 29 by the University E x
tension Service.
Coordinated by Mrs. Helen S. Wilson,
Extension Specialist in problems of the
aging, the workshops are designed for
both professionals and volunteer workers
with leadership responsibilities. They will
be held in the Commons building from
7 to 9 p.m.
It is expected that the program will
be o f special interest to workers direct
ing programs and activities with church
groups, community centers, senior citi
zens clubs, nursing homes, and homes for
the aged.
Areas of study which will be covered
in the workshops include the physical and
psychological aspects of aging, mental
health of older people, social and eco
nomic problems of older people, the
changing role of today’s family, creative
activities, craft activities, recreation and
adult education, friendly visiting, the
church and our older people, and oppor
tunities for service in the community.
There will be no tuition charge for
the program.

Idaho College O ffers Plan;
Integrates Learning, Play

Kenneth Maclver is shown here being presented The New Hampshire
Personal Achievement Trophy for 1957 by Retiring Editor Mary Kilgore.
Maclver, a senior history major, was given the award on the^ basis of his out
standing scholastic and extracurricular achievements. He is a member of
Senior Skulls, president of Pi Gamma Mu, vice president of the Interfraternity
Council, vice president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
and student representative for the committee which selects speakers for the
Distinguished Lectures Series.

NY Workshop Aids
Future Counselors
College students looking ahead to sum
mer jobs are invited to attend the “ Camp
ing in Action” workshops, conducted by
the Association of Private Camps at its
annual convention next month. The
workshops are scheduled for Saturday
morning, February 9, at the Hotel New
Yorker, New York City. They will be
a feature of the final day of the con
vention, which begins February 6.
The workshops are as follow s: Nature
L ore; Arts and Crafts; Performing Arts
(Dramatics, Music and Dance) : Pion
eering and Outpost Camping; Evening
and Novelty Program.
For both the novice and the seasoned
counselor this is an opportunity to be
introduced to major phases of the camp
ing program. At the same time inter
ested college students (male and female)
will have a chance to register with the
A P C ’s Counselor Placement Bureau,
which will have a special booth at the
convention. The bureau’s trained per
sonnel advisors will be on hand to ad
vise students of the range of opportunities
in the A P C ’s 350 member camps and
to accept applications for summer em
ployment as counselors.

Joins Ski Association
At a recent meeting of Blue Circle,
the members decided that the New Hamp
shire Outing Club will join the United
States Eastern Amateur Ski Association.
The benefits resulting from joining the
U S E A S A are: lower membership fees
for all Outing Club members, the chance
to compete in Eastern sanctioned ski
meets and thereby gain points for A. B.
or C classification, and the chance for
the local club itself to sponsor various
forms of ski meets.

A bill calling for the establishment of
a Medical Advisory Committee on A l
coholism was introduced during the open
ing days of the 85th Congress.
Five Congressmen have introduced
measures which would prevent the ser
vice or consumption of alcoholic bever
ages aboard commercial aircraft. A bill
to prohibit interstate transportation of
alcoholic beverage advertising was rein
troduced. Another reintroduction pro
posed chemical testing of drivers arrested
for driving while intoxicated in the Dis
trict of Columbia.
The Methodist Council of Bishops has
asked Congress to outlaw drinking aboard
commercial flights and to ban alcohol
advertising.
Some public indignation has risen
against New York State’s unique age
limit of 18, whereas every other state in
the area has an age limit of 21. A New
York committee studied and reported on
the situation that law enforcement has
created “ no special problems” and that
an increase in the limit would create
“grave new problems.”
In the wake of the report came word
from a New Jersey representative that
she was planning a “ Mother’s March” in
protest of the report.

CO-ED
SAME DAY CLEANERS
IN BY 10:00 A.M.

-

OUT BY 5:00 P.M.

2 -D a y Laundry Service
M O N D A Y THROUGH THURSDAY

LAUNDERMAT
W ill Be Open Soon For Your Convenience
43 M A IN STREET, D U R H A M , N . H.

A C a m p u s - t o - C a r e e r Case

H istory

Summer school will again be held at
Sun Valley follow ing a successful 1956
experiment. The College of Idaho has
announced a six-weeks session which
will last from July 8 to Aug._ 16.
The unique program combines edu
cation and recreation with an emphasis
on a liberal arts background. Fields in
Sounds ranging from pop to bob —
which courses of study will be available
include art, business administration, all yours, and you can find them at 650
education, psychology, sociology, and on your dial.
drama.
All credits are tranferable^ to any
accredited college or university. The
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS
deadline for registration is June 21.

M O RE CEN T S"

EU RO PE
Escorted and Independent
Famous Ships
Contact-.

Dave Smith
Lambda Chi Alpha
G RAM ERCY TOURS

444 M adison Ave.

N ew York 22, N . Y.

Picking Up Party Provisions
at

SHAHEEN’S MARKET
Just Off Upper Square

IT’S FO R REAL!

b y Chester Field

Dover
Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jim Robinson ( center), District Construction Fore
man, and 0. D. Frisbie, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe’s district alone, 600 new telephones are
put into service every month.

“I’ll take a growing company”
CO NVER SATION
W ITH
YOURSELF
“ Now there's an interesting face—
Ugly, but not commonplace . . .
Full of charm, I must admit
Full of character and wit!
W hy on earth can’t women see
All the things I see in me?”
M ORAL: No matter what face you
live behind, it will look happier
with a real satisfying Chesterfield
out front! Enjoy that B IG full
flavor plus the smoothest taste
today, because it’s packed more
smoothly by Accu*Ray! You’ll
be smoking smiles!
Smoke for r e a l . . . smoke Chesterfield!
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for
a publication. Chesterfield, P . O. Box 21,
N ew York 46, N . Y.
©Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

70,000
telephones to keep in operation
. . . $20,000,000 worth of telephone com
pany property to watch over . . . 160 peo
ple to supervise — these are some of the
salient facts about Joe Hunt’s present
jo b with Southwestern Bell. H e’s a
District Plant Superintendent at Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
“ It’s a man-sized job,” says Joe, who
graduated from Oklahoma A. & M. in
1949 as an E.E. “ And it’s the kind of job
I was looking for when I joined the tele
phone company.
“ I wanted an engineering career that
would lead to management responsibili

ties. Moreover, I wanted that career to
he in a growing company, because growth
creates real opportunities to get ahead.
“ But to take advantage of opportuni
ties as they come along, you must have
sound training and experience. The tele
phone company sees that you get plenty
of both. Really useful training, and ex
perience that gives you know-how and
confidence. Then, when bigger j obs come
your way, you’re equipped to handle them.
“ If I had it to do all over again, I’d
make the same decision about where to
find a career. Now — as then — I’ll take
a growing company.”

Joe Hunt is with Southwestern Bell Telephone Com
W 41!

pany. Interesting career opportunities exist in other
Bell Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corpora
tion. Your placement officer can give you more infor
mation about these companies.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

